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in∙no∙va∙tion
noun \ˌi-nə-ˈvā-shən\

Definition: 
a new idea, method, or device; or an 

improvement to something already existing



Separating Fact from Fiction:

The First Step Towards Improving your 
Supply Chain Security Program

Most security programs look much better on paper than they 
actually work. The difference between cosmetic and 

meaningful safeguards is not always obvious.

Finding your weaknesses before they are exploited is critical.  

Those companies that have failed to do so have been 
victimized far more frequently than those that proactively 

expose and remedy their deficiencies.



Separating Fact From Fiction
Security Questionnaire Responses from a Victimized 

Foreign Freight Forwarder

1. Their security seals were always “tightly controlled ” for 
exports sent to the U.S.

2. Their  container inspections were thoroughly performed

3. Their  facility security had been independently inspected 
and rated as “very satisfactory”

4. They maintained strong security controls of trucks 
transporting U.S. exports from their facility to the air 
terminal. 



The Freight Forwarder’s Response:

“Their security seals were tightly controlled”

How It Actually Worked:

• Their seals were kept in an unlocked drawer in the 
shipping office so any dock worker had access to them

• On busy days the seals were being affixed by anyone 
working the dock, not just “designated personnel”

• Drivers were handed security seals on occasion and 
allowed to affix them to their trucks and containers.



The Freight Forwarder’s Response:

“Their container inspections were thoroughly performed”

How It Actually Worked:

• No meaningful training was ever provided to the 
personnel responsible for conducting the inspections

• Poor lighting inside the terminal made it impossible to 
see anything concealed to the under carriage of a 
container

• No one knew what constituted “suspicious” 
measurements from the laser range finder



The Freight Forwarder’s Response:

“Their facility scored high on a non-government, 
independently conducted security audit”

How It Actually Worked:

• The personnel who performed the security audit used a
generic, superficial checklist that overlooked several
critical areas

• Upon completion of the audit, the forwarder received
“an official C-TPAT compliant high-security certificate”



The Freight Forwarder Response:

“They had strong security controls of trucks 
transporting exports to the air terminal” 

How It Actually Worked:

• Although truck cargo doors were padlocked, drivers
were provided with the key

• The GPS devices only provided updates every 30
minutes and were not embedded

• The seal process for trucks transporting product to the
air terminal was purely cosmetic and provided no real
protection



The Essential Components 
of a World Class Security Program



Enlist the Support of Senior Management
Explaining the Advantages of a 

Successful Supply Chain Security Program:

• A world class supply chain security program provides 
logistical, operational and financial benefits.

• More customers today are expecting or requiring C-TPAT 
certification. Not having it places your company at a 
competitive disadvantage.

• Reciprocal agreements with foreign countries means that 
C-TPAT benefits go beyond imports. Supply chain security 
has become a global initiative. 

• Conducting a risk assessment scenario involving a major 
breach in one of your shipments is typically enough to 
convince any senior executive. 



Establish a Culture of Security Excellence

• “Good enough should never be good enough”

• Don’t simply meet C-TPAT standards; exceed them 
wherever possible

• Your objective is not to pass a validation

• If you’re not finding weaknesses in your supply chain 
security program, you’re probably not looking hard 
enough



Design Checks and Balances Throughout 
Your Supply Chain

Anticipate that your first line of defense will fail!



An example of Multiple Checks and Balances

10-Point Process Preserving the Integrity of Truck 
Shipments from Mexico to the United States 

1
• The finished goods department at the Mexican 

manufacturer is physically segregated and protected by 
floor to ceiling fencing and a dedicated intrusion detection 
system.

2
• Video cameras monitor and archive all activity in the 

finished goods department 24/7.

3
• Prior to U.S. bound exports being loaded onto a truck, a   

7-point inspection is performed by logistics and security 
personnel who verify the measurements taken.



10-Point Process Preserving the Integrity of Truck 
Shipments from Mexico to the United States 

4
• After a truck is completely loaded, the 17-point inspection 

is performed by both a driver and a security officer who 
monitor each other’s work.

5
• A security seal is affixed by a security officer with the 

driver witnessing the event. Plus, a second guard at the 
exit gate confirms the seal integrity.

6
• Both the 7 and 17-point inspections are captured by the 

video system and viewed by a security supervisor, who 
verifies adherence to these established procedures.



10-Point Process Preserving the Integrity of Truck 
Shipments from Mexico to the United States 

7
• Trucks departing for the U.S. are subject to 

unannounced audits after leaving the facility by the 
security supervisor.

8
• Every truck has embedded GPS that provides 

continuous tracking throughout the journey. Automatic 
exception alerts and mobile geofencing are programmed 
in the system.

9
• A security officer monitors each truck while in transit. 

Should an anomaly take place, he is required to 
immediately contact the security manager.



10-Point Process Preserving the Integrity of Truck 
Shipments from Mexico to the United States 

10

• The security manager regularly reviews GPS reports 
and archived video of the 7-point and 17-point 
inspection processes, as well as the security officers 
responsible for the daily live monitoring of the GPS 
system. 

• The security manager promptly responds to any 
deviation from established procedures or suspicious 
activity. 

• The security manager is also required to generate a 
monthly summary report of his audit review results and 
actions taken on his part. 



Strategically Utilize Security Technology

Examples:

• Concealed GPS in cargo or vehicles traveling 
through high risk areas

• Wireless backup communication devices and 
decoy antennas for facility intrusion detection 
systems.



Strategically Utilizing Security Technology

Protecting loose cargo with tamper evident, pre-numbered 
security tape, bands and pallet seals



Strategically Utilizing Security Technology
Remote Video Monitoring Provides Tighter Control 

Over Security Sensitive Areas and Activities



Diligently Audit Your Safeguards 
to Expose Weaknesses 

Examples Exposed During Foreign Security Audits

• Leaving staged export shipments exposed overnight 
under the control of a security guard

• Not sealing containers because they might be opened 
for foreign Customs inspections

• Video systems poorly designed and not being proactively 
used



Corruption in the Security Industry

Guard companies are oftentimes part of the problem 
rather than solution

• Unregistered personnel
• Inadequate background investigation policies
• Poor compensation and screening practices creates a 

high risk for bribery

Yet guards are oftentimes the primary safeguard used in 
foreign countries.  If the guards are not trustworthy, the 

integrity of a supply chain is easily compromised.



5 Essential Components of a 
World Class Supply Chain Security Program

1. Receive the Support of Senior Management

2. Establish a Culture of Security Excellence

3. Design Your Program with Layers of Checks and 
Balances

4. Strategically Utilize technology 

5. Diligently Audit Your Safeguards to Expose 
Weaknesses



“Complacency results in a false sense of security, 
which frequently precedes a significant breach. 

Never confuse being good with being lucky.”

Barry Brandman
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